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Abstract
Visual languages such as OutSystems are being progressively more used by large
teams that collaborate on enterprise grade projects. This results in new challenges
when it comes to ensuring the quality of the applications built with this languages,
without sacrificing productivity. An increasingly common way to improve quality is
performing distributed lightweight tool supported code reviews.
A code review consists of an analysis of the code by one or more developer. The
objective for this is to ensure that the changes do not introduce bugs and adhere to
the established coding best practices. With this practice, companies can offer higher
quality and easier to maintain software. However, the current tools and processes for
code review are focused on textual programming languages and opening a bigger gap
for the visual ones.
The main goal of this dissertation is to develop a specialized tool to promote and
making visual programming languages code review more accessible. An easy-to-follow
process was also created to support the tool. At the moment, the tool can be used with
OutSystems’ language and UML class diagram, however, new languages can easily
be added to the solution.
We examined the code review method currently used by developers vs. the new
method created concerning defect detection rates and user experience. Also con-
ducted individual interviews with 30 computer science engineers. Results were col-
lected with the help of questionnaires and analyzed using multiple descriptive statis-
tics. The new code review method was significantly better than the current method
used, reaching average usability improvements of 47.75%, tasks load reduction of
15,43%. Generalization of results is limited since the analyzed techniques were ap-
plied only to a small set, consisted of 30 testers.
The result supported the evidence concerning the advantage of the new code
review method using the developed tool over the current method of reviewing visual
artifacts.
Keywords: Code Review, Visual Programming Languages, Inspection processes.
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Resumo
Linguagens visuais como a da OutSystems têm sido cada vez mais utilizadas por
grandes equipas, que colaboram em projetos a nível empresarial. Como resultado,
surgem novos desafios quando se trata de garantir a qualidade das aplicações criadas
com estas linguagens, sem sacrificar a produtividade. Uma maneira cada vez mais
comum de melhorar a qualidade está em realizar revisões de código suportadas por
ferramentas ligadas e distribuídas.
A revisão de código consiste numa análise efetuada por um ou mais programadores.
O seu objetivo é garantir que as alterações efetuadas não afetam o código fonte, não
introduzem defeitos e que respeitam as regras de boas práticas de programação. Com
esta prática, as empresas conseguem melhor a qualidade do software, bem como a sua
manutenção. Contudo, as ferramentas e processos de revisão de código que existem
atualmente, focam-se em linguagens de programação textuais abrindo uma grande
lacuna no que às linguagens visuais diz respeito.
O principal objetivo desta dissertação consiste em desenvolver uma ferramenta
especializada para promover e tornar as revisões de código em linguagens de pro-
gramação visuais, mais acessíveis. Além disso, foi criado um processo simples para
suportar a ferramenta. Até ao momento, a ferramenta apenas pode ser usada com lin-
guagem OutSystems e com diagramas de classe UML, no entanto, novas linguagens
podem ser facilmente adicionadas à solução.
Os métodos de revisão de código atualmente usados pelos programadores de lin-
guagens visuais foram comparados com o novo método criado, relativamente ao fator
usabilidade e taxa de esforço. Foram individualmente inquiridos 30 engenheiros infor-
máticos com e sem experiência previa em revisões. Os resultados foram recolhidos
através de questionários e analisados usando estatísticas descritivas. Ficou provado
que o novo método de revisão de código apresenta vantagens significativas compara-
tivamente com o método atualmente usado, alcançando melhorias na usabilidade de
47.75% e redução da taxa de esforço na ordem dos 15,43%. Contudo, a generalização
dos resultados é limitada, uma vez que as técnicas de análise foram aplicadas a uma
pequena amostra.
Os resultados alcançados fortaleceram evidencia no que diz respeito as vantagens
do novo método de revisão comparativamente com o método atual.
Palavras-chave: Revisão de Código, Linguagens de Programação Visuais, Processos
de Inspeções
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1
Introduction
This chapter contains the introduction of the dissertation. Starting by presenting
a description of its focus and context, their motivations. Then, the objectives and
contributions are introduced. The chapter ends with a presentation of the document’s
structure.
1.1 Context and description
Visual programming languages (VPLs) are any programming languages that allows
users to create programs by manipulating software elements, graphically instead of
having to specify them textually. While a typical text based programming language
makes the developer think like a computer, a VPL lets the developer describe the
process in terms that make sense to the human [1][2]. Even though no code platforms1
have already demonstrated to be effective in various environments [3], they have
limited capabilities. There is a whole set of similar tools that take the best of visual
programming and combine it with text based coding. These new tools are denominated
low code [4].
OutSystems Platform is one of these tools. Using the Integrated development envi-
ronment (IDE) created by OutSystems called Service Studio (more on OutSystems and
Service Studio in Section 2.1), developers can create software visually by drawing in-
teraction flows, UIs and the relationships between objects, but also with the capability
of using textual code if they feel it is a better alternative.
This fusion between the VPLs and text-based programming fits well the modern
need’s of software development. Low code tools help to decrease the complexity of
software development and create a world where a single developer can create rich
and complex systems, without having to learn all the underlying technologies [4].
One of the purposes of this dissertation is to understand how code review is han-
dled when the object of the review is specified using VPLs which type of processes
1No code platforms allow developers to create web applications using point-and-click/drag-and-
drop, metadata model methodology
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and tools are available to ease this process. Finally, using the gathered data, develop
a tool and a process for code reviewing visual languages. In order to achieve this, the
OutSystems platform was used as a case study.
1.2 Motivation
Book authors need editors to identify errors. It is human nature that an author cannot
adequately proof read his own work [5]. Authors of software need the same assistance
as authors of novels to achieve the goals of the software organization. In the software
development world, this is called code review [5]. It’s importance has been acknowl-
edged for a long time. In 1986, in an interview [6], when asked what the best way to
prepare to be a programmer was, Bill Gates answers:
“You’ve got to be willing to read other people’s code, and then write your
own, then have other people review your code. You’ve got to want to be
in this incredible feedback loop where you get the world-class people to
tell you what you’re doing wrong ...”
A code reviewer does not only look for bugs, but at the same time, they are con-
stantly exposed to new ideas and other developers knowledge, making them write
a better code. Code review facilitates the communication of institutional knowledge
between developers. Experienced team members have the opportunity to impart their
wisdom and advice; this also encourages team bonding. It is at the same time, a so-
lution to ensure maintainability. Through code organization and adequate comments,
code review enables a person uninvolved in the project to read a portion of the code,
understand what it does and make changes if necessary.
However, despite the benefits of software inspections in general, VPLs have so
far not been adequately addressed by inspection methods. This represents a problem
for two reasons: First, over the last decades, these model development methods
have replaced conventional structured methods as the embodiment of "goodness"in
software development, and are now the approach of choice in most new software
development projects [7]. Techniques limited to conventional structured methods are
expected to become more and more irrelevant for the development of new software
products as these methods are superseded. Secondly, despite its many beneficial
features, low defect density is not one of the strong points of the VPLs paradigm.
Visual programming languages would therefore, profit enormously from the avail-
ability of advanced and experimentally validated defect detection techniques.
To our knowledge, experimental work or analysis has not been done on how to
inspect these type of visual languages. The problem of code review continues because
no solution has been found for these languages.
1.3 Objectives
This dissertation primary objective is to develop a tool and a process to help developers
to review peers’ visual code. Besides, we want to analyze the current code review
methods available for visual languages against the new method created. The methods
are evaluated concerning usability and the tasks load rates. The evaluation includes
2
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interviews and usability tests conducted from the viewpoint of potential users in the
context of academic and enterprise usage.
1.4 Expected key contributions
This dissertation main contribution is a code review tool for VPLs. Due to the evolution
of the programming languages, the technologies involved also need to evolve accord-
ingly, including code review. Existing tools are defined based on textual languages,
but not all can be directly used on VPLs. Therefore, this dissertation, inspired on the
existing mechanisms and tools available for textual languages code reviews will focus
on, creating an innovative and effective code review tool dedicated to VPLs.
Besides, an easy-to-follow process is defined to support the tool users. The process
guides participants over the entire code review process explains how to use the tool
and proposes a process work flow.
1.5 Structure
This document is organized, excluding the current chapter, in the following way:
• Chapter 2 - Background: includes an overview of the OutSystems Platform and
its architecture. Also, offers a brief explanation of the code review concept,
describing different techniques for code reviewing ;
• Chapter 3 - Related work: a brief overview of the methods and tools currently
available;
• Chapter 4 - Requirements elicitation: a research of the requirements of the
stakeholders;
• Chapter 5 - Proposed solution: presentation of the tool and the process for visual
programming languages code review;
• Chapter 6 - Results: an analysis of the results obtained through usability experi-
ments of the original and new method and possible threats to their validity;
• Chapter 7 - Conclusions and future work: an overview of what the dissertation
achieved and suggestions for future work.
3
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Background
In this chapter, we introduce OutSystems, with a description of its purpose and an
overview of the platform’s structure. Besides, we explain the origin of code reviews,
starting from the code inspection process up to the concept of lightweight code review.
Finally, we describe some of the techniques used for defect detection in software
inspections as well as the method in other major software development companies.
2.1 OutSystems
OutSystems is a software development company that offers a high productivity solution
using a low code development platform. Said platform, enables visual development of
an entire application both web and mobile, allowing a high level of abstraction by not
having to worry about low level details related to developing and publishing applica-
tions. As a result, faster and increased quality result can be achieved in comparison
to general purpose languages [8].
2.1.1 OutSystems platform
The OutSystems platform [9], shown in Figure 2.1, is composed by three main compo-
nents: Service Studio, Platform Server and Application Server. OutSystems also have
an a separate platform tool, where the users can integrate extensions to the low code
platform.
2.1.1.1 Service studio
Service Studio is the development environment (See figureFigure 2.2) provided by
the Outsystems Platform. It allows applications to be developed in modules called
eSpaces that are later reused by other applications. These modules contain process
definitions, user interfaces, business logic, and the application’s data models. By
drag-and-dropping, developers can compose all the components necessary to define
web or mobile applications completely.
5
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Figure 2.1: OutSystems Platform architecture [10]
The IDE has four main views, which enable the developer to create user inter-
faces, business processes, databases and define custom logic as desired. The visual
application models created using Service Studio also have a textual representation in
Extensible markup language (XML) [11].
Figure 2.2: Screenshot of Service Studio environment
2.1.1.2 Platform server
The Platform Server uses the application model to generate code that depends on the
particular stack being used, e.g. for a Windows Server [12] using SQL Server [13] this
6
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will be ASP.Net [14] and SQL code. Once this process has been finalized, the compiled
application is then deployed to the Application Server.
2.1.1.3 Application server
The Application Server runs on top of Docker Containers [15] and IIS [16]. The server
then stores and runs the developed application which is connected to a relational
database management system, which can be SQL Server, Oracle [17] or MySQL [18].
The SQL code generated by the Platform Server is specific to the selected database
management system.
2.1.1.4 Integration studio
Integration Studio is the Agile Platform that allows to create and manage extensions.
This tool creates the connect with entities from other databases and also to define
functions whose operation is determined in low level languages such as Java or .NET
code.
2.2 Code review
The motivation for software inspections has emerged as a way to detect and remove
defects before they propagate to subsequent development phases where the detection
and removal become more costly for their stakeholder [7].
The first structured approach appeared in 1972 when Michael Fagan defined the
inspection process [19]. Such process had two main goals: find and fix product defects,
find and fix development process defects that lead to product defects.
Figure 2.3 outlines the Fagan Inspection process. A Fagan Inspection is composed
of 6 steps:
1. Planning. The moderator checks that materials meet the entry criteria; arrange
the availability of the participants; arranges the place and time of the meeting.
2. Overview. Group education of participants on the materials under review; the
moderator assigns the roles to the participants.
3. Preparation. The reviewers go through the material individually with the goal
of understanding it thoroughly.
4. Meeting. The inspection team assembles. The reviewers express their findings,
and the recorder records them.
5. Rework. The author reassesses and modifies the work product. The rework is
verified by holding another inspection.
6. Follow-up. The moderator assures that all defects have been fixed; assure that
no other defect has been introduced.
Studies have shown that somewhere between 50% and 90% of the defects in
software artifacts are detected and corrected through inspections [20].
7
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Figure 2.3: Fagan Inspection process
Since the introduction of code inspections, new studies and experiments to assess
the use of the inspection process have emerged. All of which, are used to propose im-
provements over the inspection process that will finally contribute to the development
of higher quality code while also lowering costs and development time.
2.2.1 Type of review
Code reviews are divided in two different types based on when they are performed.
The two different approaches are pre-commit and post-commit [21], an example of
these can be found in section 3.1.
2.2.1.1 Pre-commit
Pre-commit allows for checking the quality of the changes before they are applied: this
allows developers to assess that the changes in the code satisfy the project standards
and that bugs are not introduced in the code. The down-side of this method is that it
increases the release period since the change has to be first approved. This means
that developers are not able to work with the changes for a longer time, possibly
slowing down the development time [22].
2.2.1.2 Post-commit
Post-commit, on the other hand, immediately applies the changes, then the code is re-
viewed. This approach enables developers to keep working on the code while waiting
for the review to be completed, allowing for a faster release cycle. The downside of
this approach is that it is more likely to have bugs introduced in code and that there
is no guarantee that the review will ever take place [22].
2.2.2 Benefits of code review
It has been reported in many researchers’ work that inspections are an effective
method of detecting defects which allows a significant rise in productivity, quality and
project stability [20]. Travassos is one of the authors of these researches [23]. In his
work, he adapts Wheeler [24] report and presents clear evidence of these facts, as
below:
• AT&T raised productivity and quality by 14%, being inspections 20 times more
efficient than testing.
• IBM obtained a 23% raise in code productivity and 38% reduction of defects
found in testing stage.
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• Fagan’s work reported that inspections detected 93% of all defects in a program
at IBM. T he effectiveness of inspections was also over 50% in two other projects
[20].
• HP typically found 60% to 70% of the defects using code inspections [25].
• Inspections used in many occurrences indicated that the effectiveness of code
inspections were typically in the range of 30% to 75% [26].
Since code inspections are human-based activity, their cost is valued by the human
effort. In the literature, one of the most addressed questions is whether the inspec-
tions’ effort is worth compared to other quality assurance activities, such as testing.
Many studies have presented solid data supporting that the costs for detecting and
removing defects during inspections are much lower than detecting and removing the
same defects in subsequent phases [7].
Some of these studies have shown that:
• The ratio of the cost of fixing defects during inspection to fixing them during
formal testing range from 1:10 to 1:34 [27].
• The time needed per defect varies depending on the development process. How-
ever, in Weller’s report [28], he states that the time needed per defect in a code
inspection is 1.43 hours per defect in inspection and 6 hours in testing.
• Kelly [29] found that, on average, the time needed to detect and fix a defect is
1.46 hours in code inspections; and 17 hours per defect in testing.
Conclusion, both inspections and testing are very important in detecting defects.
However, correcting defect found in later developmental phases has a much higher
cost. At the same time, considering effectiveness, inspections also have higher rates
when compared to testing.
2.2.3 Modern code review
In recent years, the code review process has become more lightweight compared
to the code inspection created by Fagan. This lightweight process has been named
Modern Code Review by Bacchelli and Bird [30], to differentiate between the old
process of inspection described by Fagan from the process that has been recently
evolving. This process is being used by many companies [31], and it is characterized
by being informal and tool-based. Through its basis in tools, modern code review
has the advantage of being asynchronous, whereas with previous software inspection
processes would be cumbersome. These web-based tools allow teams spread around
the globe to continue their work without the problem of scheduling meetings.
2.3 Code review techniques
To maximize their potential, these reviews must be as thorough and detailed as pos-
sible. This reflects the need for systematic techniques that tell participants what to
look for and more importantly, how to scrutinize a software artifact.
9
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In this section, we present an overview of existing methods and techniques for
software inspections.
2.3.1 Reading techniques for defect detection in software inspection
A reading technique gives instructions to the inspector to guide the inspection process
[7]. Given the inspection process importance, adequate support for inspectors during
defect detection can likely result in dramatically raising the inspection effectiveness
and efficiency. Reading techniques can vary a lot between each other. However, all
the variations have a common goal which is checking whether a document satisfies
quality requirement such as, correctness, consistency, testability or maintainability [7].
The most popular reading techniques are adhoc reading and checklist based reading
[32]. Even though these are the most used, it does not mean they are considered to
be the best. However, they require a lot less training. Alternative reading techniques
also exist and will be briefly explained.
2.3.1.1 Adhoc
Adhoc is a Latin phrase meaning "for this". In other words, it refers to something made
or happening only for a particular purpose or need, not planned before it happens [33].
Accordingly, adhoc reading offers no or very little guidance to the inspector, and
the software artifact is simply given to inspectors without any specific direction or
guidelines on how to review the software and what to look for [34]. Hence, inspectors
must use their own intuition and expertise to determine how to go about finding
defects in a software document. This makes adhoc reading very dependent on the
skill, the knowledge, and the experience of the inspector. However, training sessions
in program comprehension before the take off of inspection may help the inspector
create some of these skills to lighten the absence of specialized reading techniques
[35].
2.3.1.2 Checklist-based reading
In contrast to adhoc, in Checklist based reading (CBR), the inspector has to go through
the artifact and answer a list of questions given. The questions are written to attract
the attention of the inspector to specific aspects regularly defective on that kind
of artifact. The checklists help the reviewers by giving them support. This help
makes the review not as dependent on the experience of the individual reviewers as
in adhoc reading. The software inspection checklists can differ from organization to
organization or even within a project (See example in Figure 2.4) [36]. Therefore,
checklists are seen as specific rules which may be, for example, company quality
standards.
Although CBR approach is more supported than adhoc, it also has some disadvan-
tages [37]:
• only particular types of defects are detected (mainly the ones covered by the
checklist);
• inspectors frequently miss difficult to find defects because they do not have a
profound knowledge of the artifact;
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• defects and defect types that were not previously detected can be missed since
the inspectors pay attention to the classes of defects present in the checklist;
• some of the questions might not be appropriate for the artifact; questions can
be very general;
• there is typically no guidance on how to answers the questions in the checklist
(i.e., should the inspector read the whole document first and then answer the
questions, or review the document while contemplating a single question at a
time);
• the reviewers have to go through excessive amounts of information contained in
the checklists.
Figure 2.4: Example of the checklist’s questions [7]
2.3.1.3 Perspective based reading
Perspective based reading (PBR) [38] another reading technique used in software
inspections. The purpose of perspective-based reading is to inspect a software artifact
and to identify defects from the perspectives of the software’s stakeholders. Compared
to non-guided reading techniques such as adhoc reading, the PBR technique is more
standardized and focused, because specific procedures of the review method can be
established and each reviewer can focus on different aspects of the artifact. However,
the PBR technique does not formalize a particular set of inspection methods used for
every possible artifact but instead guides how the perspectives and methods can be
created based on the software artifact [39].
PBR has been applied to various software documents. Because of the specific focus
and the procedural guidelines, PBR techniques objective is to decrease the human
influence on the inspection process, resulting in better cost-effectiveness ratios of the
inspections in comparison with conventional reading methods.
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2.3.1.4 Scenario based reading
Scenario based approaches [40], as the name suggests, uses scenarios to explain how
to find the required information in a software artifact, and how this information should
appear. This reading technique indicates the inspector a way to find the expected
information in a software artifact. The scenario represents a limited and specific
group of questions and includes detailed instructions on how the inspector should
inspect the artifact.
In a scenario, the reviewer’s attention is drawn only to a particular type of defects.
To increase the overall team effectiveness, different scenarios are used, resulting in
fewer overlapping defects detected[32].
2.3.2 Using tools to augment code review
As with many software development challenges [41], the need of making the process
more accessible is a matter of great importance. Consequently, several code review
tools have been developed to help developers with this process. Although code reviews
tools are probably not going to entirely replace the formal code inspection process,
using these review tools is not necessarily a downside [42].
Good tools can increase both the quantity and quality of reviews. To achieve this,
they need to be flexible and lightweight, so team members do not view the tool as being
part of the problem instead of part of the solution [42]. The following characteristics
are expected in an effective code review support tool:
• Create code reviews easily.
• Require minimal bureaucratic effort.
• Keep participants notified of review changes and results.
• Quickly obtain review comments in context.
• Allow joined discussions.
• Facilitate formal review process established.
• Enable customizable metrics.
• Produce comprehensive reports of the code review results.
2.3.3 Participant selection
To maximize the potential of a code review, it is essential to choose the right code
reviewers, as well as, implementing a good work culture [43].
In a recent study, different inspectors have proven to generate large variation in
the effectiveness of software inspections. This happened even when they are using
the same process of inspection on the same artifact [44]. In Rigby et al. study, [45]
they suggested that experts and co-developers should review the artifacts because
they already understand the context in which a change has been made. Checklists
and reading techniques might force inspectors to focus during an inspection, but
they will not turn a novice or incompetent inspector into an expert. Unsurprisingly,
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without explicit knowledge of the project, reviewers cannot reasonably be expected to
understand significant and complex artifacts they have never seen before [45]. Bosu’s
analysis [46] of the effect of experience in reviewing a file over five different projects,
presented a substantial impact on the density of relevant comments (see Figure 2.5).
Hence, if a reviewer had previously reviewed a file, his feedback would be twice more
useful (65% -71%) than the first time reviewers (32% -37%).
Figure 2.5: Previous experience reviewing the file vs. useful comment density [46]
Based on these results, it is possible to conclude that developers who already had
a previous intervention on an artifact would provide more relevant feedback.
A principle based in the inspection literature is that two reviewers can detect
an optimal number of defects. The number of defects detects by addition reviewers
does not justify their cost [47]. However, knowing who are the best reviewers for a
specific artifact is a frequent problem faced by authors of source code changes [48].
To approach this obstacle, authors of changes can use innovative algorithms, such as
cHRev [49], REVFINDER [50], xFinder [51], to automatically suggest reviewers who
are best suited to participate in a given review, based on their previous contributions
proved in their prior reviews [46].
2.4 Grounded theory
Grounded theory research approach was used while collecting data about code review
at OutSystems. It was originated by Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss in 1967.
This emerged as a way to face concurrent data collection and analysis for qualitative
research. Grounded theory is an inductive, comparative, iterative and interactive
methodology with systematic guidelines for gathering and analyze data to generate a
theory [52].
In order to effectively use the grounded theory, some of Glaser and Strauss’s
[53][54] guidelines must be adopted. First, crucial coding practices lay the foun-
dation of grounded theory research. Second, writing progressively more analytic
memos instead of descriptive, advances grounded theory practice. Third, a crucial
but often neglected grounded theory procedure, theoretical sampling, distinguishes
grounded theory from other methods. Fourth, theoretical saturation is widely claimed
but scarcely practiced [55].
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2.4.1 Coding data
Coding is the first process in the data analysis. This methodology is used to analyze
content and understand the problems in the noise found in the data. During the
analysis of an interview, the researcher has to be attentive to expressions that highlight
issues of importance or interest to the research used by the interviewee; these are
then written and described briefly. If the same issue is cited again using similar words
and is written again.
2.4.2 Memo writing
After collecting the data, then the next step is to write memos. Successive memos
on the same category enable the researcher to gather more data to illuminate the
category deeper into its analysis. By writing memos, the researcher also has the
opportunity to learn about the data instead of just summing up material.
2.4.3 Theoretical sampling
By doing theoretical sampling we can maintain the study grounded. This method is
used for sampling data for the development of a theoretical category. During theo-
retical sampling, grounded theorists’ job is to fill out the properties of their specific
categories.
2.4.4 Theoretical saturation
Theoretical saturation occurs when a theoretical category has been saturated. Re-
searchers explain theoretical saturation as when gathering more data adds no further
value on a theoretical category. On the other hand, most of the other qualitative re-
searchers that do not use grounded theory speak of "saturation"of data as the same
points repeatedly occurring in their data.
2.5 Human-computer interaction techniques
This section goes over several Human computer interaction (HCI) techniques used
for evaluation the proposed solution. Note that this section describes the original
techniques without any alterations.
2.5.1 Heuristic evaluation
Jakob Nielsen with the help of Rolf Molich in 1990 [56] have put together a set of
usability heuristics. The objective of this method of evaluation is to easily identify
issues related with the design of the User interface (UI). These were named heuris-
tics because they are used as general rules-of-thumb and not as specific usability
guidelines.
Here are the Jakob Nielsen’s ten heuristics for UI design as published in his book
[57], reproduced here verbatim:
Visibility of system status
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"The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through
appropriate feedback within reasonable time."
Match between system and the real world
"The system should speak the users’ language, with words, phrases and concepts
familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions,
making information appear in a natural and logical order."
User control and freedom
"Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked
’emergency exit’ to leave the unwanted state without having to go through an extended
dialogue. Support undo and redo."
Consistency and standards
"Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions
mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions."
Error prevention
"Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a prob-
lem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check
for them and present users with a confirmation option before they commit to the
action."
Recognition rather than recall
"Minimize the user’s memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible.
The user should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue
to another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable
whenever appropriate."
Flexibility and efficiency of use
"Accelerators — unseen by the novice user — may often speed up the interaction for
the expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced
users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions."
Aesthetic and minimalist design
"Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed.
Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of
information and diminishes their relative visibility."
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
"Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indi-
cating the problem, and constructively suggest a solution."
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Help and documentation
"Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may
be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such information should be easy
to search, focused on the user’s task, list concrete steps to be carried out and not be
too large."
2.5.1.1 Application
This method can be applied in several phases of the product, from its paper phase to
the final product. However, it hold more value in the beginning and in the intermediate
stages, raising many trivial problems, before testing with users and discovering the
less trivial ones.
The output/deliverable is a simple list of problems identified. Each has a sever-
ity associated with it (for example, slight, serious, very serious), which allows the
definition of implementation priorities.
Nielsen recommends that the analysis be done by three to five evaluators who
are familiar with the concepts of usability, but people previously instructed on the
evaluation criteria can also be evaluators [58].
2.5.1.2 Calculating the score
The evaluator can freely explore the system and then report the problems encountered,
preferentially relating them to the heuristic criteria and classifying them according
to severity—between 0 (not considered a usability problem) and 4 (a very serious
problem that does not allow the completion of a task). In other words, each problem
found in the interfaces is attributed the value of the severity of proposed by Nielson
[58].
• 0: Not entirely viewed as usability problem
• 1: Only an aesthetic problem: Does not need to be fixed unless extra time is
available in the project
• 2: Lesser usability problem: The priority of this problem should be low.
• 3: Greater usability problem: It is important to fix this, and it should be given
high priority
• 4: Usability catastrophe: It is mandatory to repair it before the product is re-
leased
The formula used to calculate each heuristic’s score is the following overall score
is calculated by the following:
100−
[
100×
∑
SeverityV aluesP erHeuristic ÷
(
nP roblems ×MaxSeverity
)]
(2.1)
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2.5.2 System Usability Scale
The System usability scale (SUS) was developed in 1986 by John Brooke. Brooke’s
system consists of ten simple questions, and it was created as a "quick and dirty"scale
for measuring usability. [59].
The usability questions are generally presented to the respondent after the com-
pletion of the test but before any debriefing or discussion. For more accurate answers
it is better if the respondent gives a direct response to each item, rather than thinking
about it for too long.
All questions should be checked. If a respondent feels that they cannot respond to
a particular question, they should mark the center point of the scale. The center point
of the scale is seen as a neutral value for the final score.
2.5.2.1 The questionnaire
SUS questionnaire contains ten items:
1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
system.
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
The items alternate between positive and negative. The respondent should be
presented with this exact order of items to prevent response biases caused by respon-
dents not having to think about each item [59]. The answer box is presented in Figure
2.6. The original questions were meant for industrial systems but these can be easily
adapted to other fields.
2.5.2.2 Calculating the score
SUS return a single number representing the overall usability score of the system
being studied. Important to note that the items’ scores individually are meaningless
[59].
To calculate the SUS final score, substract 1 from all the odd items contribution and
subtract 5 from the even number contribution. Then, sum the result of the previous
step and multiply that by 2,5. This yields the final score which will vary between 0
and 100 [59].
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Figure 2.6: SUS answer format
2.5.2.3 Interpreting the SUS score
Although the SUS score is a value between 0 and 100, interpreting it as a percentage
accurate. Bangor’s study [60] showed that the average SUS score was of 70,14. Given
an example of a system with 50% SUS score, as a percentage would be considered as
an average system. However, it is located well above the average score of 70,14.
To avoid miss interpretations, it is recommended to normalize the score produced
as a percentile ranking. So taking into consideration the 70,14 average score, nor-
malizing the systems with a score of 50 indicates its usability percentage is 16,94%.
Suggesting it is a below average system.
2.5.3 NASA Task Load Index
NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) is a subjective and multidimentional assessment
tool for rating perceived workload. Its can be applied in a variaty of complex socio-
technical domains [61]. The term workload represents the cost of completing a task
and there are many psychological definitions on how to measure it [62]. NASA-TLX
measures workload by dividing it into six subclasses, known as scales: Mental, Physi-
cal, and Temporal Demands, Frustration, Effort and Performance [63]. The rating is
a numeric value between 5 and 100, a low rating means a low workload and a high
rating meaning a high workload.
The NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) is a widely used, subjective, multidimen-
sional assessment tool that rates perceived workload in order to assess a task, system,
or team’s effectiveness or other aspects of performance
2.5.3.1 The scales
Each scale should always be presented with a description and the participant should
read each description with attention before rating it.
Mental Demand. How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g. think-
ing, deciding, calculating, remembering, looking, searching, etc)? Was the task easy
or demanding, simple or complex, exacting or forgiving?
Physical Demand. How much physical activity was required (e.g. pushing, pulling,
turning, controlling, activating, etc)? Was the task easy or demanding, slow or brisk,
slack or strenuous, restful or laborious?
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Temporal Demand. How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate of pace at
which the tasks or task elements occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid
and frantic?
Performance. How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals
of the task set by the experimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were you with your
performance in accomplishing these goals?
Effort. How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your
level of performance?
Frustration. How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed versus
secure, gratified, content, relaxed and complacent did you feel during the task?
2.5.3.2 The questionnaire
The NASA-TLX questionnaire is given to the participant after he completes a task. It is
divided into two phases. In the first phase participant is presented with the six scales
(with an accompanying description) and is asked to rate each scale within a 100-point
range with a 5-point step [64]. An example is shown in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: NASA-TLX answer format
The second phase asks the participant to weigh each scale’s importance. With the
six scales there are 15 possible pairwise comparisons, each of these are presented to
the participant who chooses which scale he/she considers to be more relevant for the
task. With this, each scale has a weight that ranges from 0 (not at all relevant) to 5
(more relevant that any other scale) [65].
To then calculate the final score, for each scale multiply its rating with its weight,
divide that value by 15 and finally sum all the scales. The score will always be a value
between 0 and 100 [65].
2.5.3.3 Raw-TLX
There is a version of NASA-TLX called Raw-TLX which removes the weighing process
and the ratings are simply averaged. When using Raw-TLX, scales can be removed if
they are considering irrelevant to the task. There are studies defending that Raw-TLX
is better than the original [66], others defend that the original is better and others
saying they are the same. With this, the choice comes down to personal preference
[63].
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Related work
In this chapter, we describe the current code review methods including tool and
processes used by some of the top software development companies. Moreover, we
will talk about the expectations, outcomes and challenges of the modern code review.
3.1 Current methods
The methodology used for code review can vary even within a project. Therefore it is
normal that different companies have different approaches. In this Section, we will
describe few of them, including code review practices at OutSystems.
3.1.1 Microsoft
Microsoft [67] developed CodeFlow, a code review too used internally by code more
than 50.000 developers.
3.1.1.1 CodeFlow
CodeFlow, described in more depth by Bacchelli and Bird [30], is code review tool
similar to other popular review collaborative tools such as Gerrit [68], Phabricator
[69], and ReviewBoard [70]. Figure 3.1, shows an example of a code review using
CodeFlow. In it, several important features for code review are shown. These are: list
of files to be reviewed(A), the participants and their status (B), a view of the current
file with highlighted differences (C), all the comments given during the review (D) and
different tabs for the individual iterations of the review (E).
3.1.1.2 Process
The steps an artifact has to go through in CodeFlow are rather straightforward. It
begins with the author submitting the changes to be reviewed. The reviewers receive
a notification via email and can start examining the change using the tool. Figure 3.1-F
shows the overlayed windows that appears when the reviewer highlighting a portion
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Figure 3.1: Example of Code Review using CodeFlow [46]
of the code to provide feedback. In line 66 we can see the feature described. Every
time a user comments a new line, a new conversation is opened and participants can
exchange their points f view. Every conversation has its status and it can be changed
by the participants over the course of the review. The conversation default status is
‘Active’, but can be changed by anyone to:
• "Pending"
• "Resolved"
• "Won’t Fix"
• "Closed"
By not having a strict definition for each status and no enforced policies to resolve
or close threads of discussion, teams can use them freely to track work status as
needed. After the feedback has been given, the author may need to fix a defect, and
submit the fixed changes to gather additional feedback. In CodeFlow, every time a
change update is submitted for review it is considered an iteration and starts another
review cycle. Before being ready to be processed to the main repository, the source
code may need a few iterations.
In each iteration, the reviewers can continuously share their feedback using com-
ments and this process it repeated until reviewers are happy with the quality of the
code (sign off policies can differ according to the team). Finally, when the review is
completed the author commits the changes into main repository [31].
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3.1.2 Cisco
Cisco [71] uses Smart Bear Software’s Code Collaborator tool [72] to assist the code
review process within the company. The process and the tool have been studied by
Cohen [73] and will be described further ahead.
3.1.2.1 Code Collaborator
Figure 3.2: Example of Code Review using Collaborator [74]
3.1.2.2 Process
Cisco performs reviews their code before the changes are commited into the source
code repository, the so called pre-commit. For this, authors invite reviewers. About
half of these reviews only have one reviewer, while the remaining have more than one
reviewers assigned [73]. Code Collaborator notifies the participants via e-mail. Code
Collaborator presents a diff views of the previous/current version of the artifact to
participants. Any participant can give their feedback clicking on a line of code and
writing their comment. Defects are saved as comments and each one is associated
with a line and file. When the author has fixed the defect, the can upload the new files
to the same review. The tool then compares the new changes against the original and
the reviewers can start a new review cycle. This iterative process can happen as many
times as necessary for all defects to be fixed. Once all reviewers agree the review is
complete and no defects are still open, the review is marked as completed and the
author is then allowed to check the changes into the main source code.
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3.1.3 Google
Google engineers have built their own Open source software (OSS) web-based code
review tool called Gerrit [68]. It is a git specific implementation of the code review
practices used internally at Google [45].
3.1.3.1 Gerrit
Gerrit is a lightweight framework intended to review every commit. It acts as a barrier
between a developer’s repository and the shared centralized repository. Its integration
with email, allows authors to request a review (A), and reviewers to view side-by-side
diffs and comment on them.
Figure 3.3: Gerrit Code Review Screen [68]
Figure 3.3 shows a Gerrit code review screen viewed by both author and reviewer.
Here we can see both default requirement (B) demanded by Gerrit for a change to be
accepted.
• Need Verified. Verifying is checking that the code actually compiles, unit tests
pass etc. Verification is usually done by automatically by a server rather than a
person.
• Need Code-Review. Code-Review is someone looking at the code, ensuring it
meets the project guidelines, intent etc.
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A reviewer can review the artifact within the Gerrit web interface as either a
unified or side-by-side diff by selecting the appropriate option (C). In either of these
views the reviewer can add inline comments by double clicking on the line that he
wants to comment on.
Once a reviewer has looked over the changes he/she needs to complete reviewing
the submission. The reviewer is able to do this by clicking the Review button (D) on
the change screen where we started. This allows the reviewer to enter a Code Review
label and message.
Once published these comments are accessible to all, allowing participants to
discuss the changes.
3.1.3.2 Process
Every time a developer makes a local changes and then submit the changes for review.
When the author of a change creates a new code review, the participants are notified
by e-mail, with a link to the web-based review tool’s page for that specific change.
Notifications are sent via email every time reviewers submit their review comments.
Reviewers can make their comments via the Gerrit web interface. For a change to
be merged into the master branch, it has to be approved and verified by a senior
developer. Google has a pre-commit policy that has additional change approval steps:
1. Verified. Before a review begins, someone must verify that the change merges
with the current master branch and does not break anything. In many cases, this
step is done automatically.
2. Approved. Anyone can review a change, however only someone with appropriate
privileges and expertise (a senior developer, typically) can approve the change.
3. Submitted/Merged. Only when the change has been approved, the code is
merged into Google’s master branch so it can be accessed by other developers.
Google has tools for automatically suggesting reviewers for a given change, by
looking at the ownership and authorship of the code being modified, the history of
recent reviewers, and the number of code reviews for each potential reviewer. At least
one of the owners of each branch which a change affects must review and approve
that change. But apart from that, the author is free to choose reviewers as they see
fit [75].
3.1.4 OutSystems
At OutSystems code review is separated in two different approaches. Unlike other
companies, besides the traditional code review on text based programming language,
OutSystems also perform code review on artifacts developed using their visual envi-
ronment, Service Studio.
3.1.4.1 Code review of textual artifact
Contrarily to the examples in, Subsections 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, OutSystems’s code
review begins when the changes are committed, in other words, post-commit. Teams
use Upsource [76] tool to assist code review. Invited participants (reviewers and
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optionally watchers) (A) are notified by the tool via email. In a typical code review
there are one or two reviewers involved; a team member that has context on the
change. In the case of higher complexity, a member with more knowledge in that
specific context is invited to join the review. To avoid unnecessary workload, the
invitation is only sent when reaching the final iterations. The next step on a code
review is the actual examination of the code. The Upsource’s web based interface
(Figure 3.4) allows to view all files involved in the review (E) and provide feedback
by placing comments over any selection of the source code. Comments are displayed
between the selected lines (C). Issues, if existent, are discussed by way of exchanging
comments with the reviewers. Upsource provides unified and side-by-side diff views
(B). It also provides the possibility to switch between the diffs of the versions included
in the review (D). The typical code review work flow is: resolving the issues, commit
the fixes, and add the new revision to the existing review. If there are no revisions left,
as soon as reviewers approve the changes, the review is closed.
Figure 3.4: Example of Code Review using Upsource
3.1.4.2 Code review of visual artifacts
As the visual programming field gains momentum, the need for code reviewing it
also rises. However, considering it is a somewhat recent way of development, the
techniques to perform its code review are not as systematized as the traditional code
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review.
This issue is also present at OutSystems, as different teams have different ways of
approaching code review on visual artifacts. The overall process is mainly ad-hoc. On
the one hand, there are the teams which follow a check-list of best practices to make
sure the company’s standards are followed. On the other hand, the ones that perform
code review over the shoulder at the authors’ desk, giving instantaneous feedback.
The main problem which the developers at OutSystems are faced with is to under-
stand the context in which a change was made (i.e. the change was made by X and
is related to the code review issue Y). Developing in OutSystems’ IDE the developer
publishes in the server. The server is the repository of all the versions. Figure 3.5 is
a representation of the single branch type of repository used by Service Studio. The
different icons represent different developers. There is no concept of commit. When
a developer publishes, other developers are publishing at the same time. This results
in an accumulation of unrelated changes when a reviewer tries to review the change,
making the code review process harder.
Figure 3.5: Single branch repository used by Service Studio
3.2 Summary
Code review is heavily present in some of the big software development companies.
However, the type of code review can vary from company to company.
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By adopting post-commit review OutSystems allows their developers to work and
commit changes to the repository continuously while other team members can see the
code changes and can alter their work accordingly. However, this type of review will
increase chances of poor code being inserted into the main repository, thus affecting
the entire team’s work.
Figure 3.6: Pre-commit vs Post-commit review
The companies mentioned in Subsections 3.1.3, 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 by performing
pre-commit review, ensure that developers in their team will not be affected by bugs
that may be found during a review. At the same time, the company’s coding quality
standards are met before the work is committed to the main repository and reviews
are not postponed or omitted. On the other hand this anticipated process can decrease
productivity of each developer, since further work on the submitted code is impossible
until a successful review.
In Figure 3.6 it is possible to understand the difference mentioned in the above
paragraphs.
In relation to the tools, it is common practice of big companies to use them to
ease the code review process. This allows developers to create reviews and explain
the changes while they are fresh in their heads. Without theses tools, they either
would need to bother someone to review the code or switch context to explain the
modification when they have already moved on to the another task. This is also
particularly useful with remote teams where this process can not happen face-to-face.
Even for a co-located team, having available a review tool is beneficial because reviews
can be done at a time that is convenient for the reviewer while maintaining . Generally,
these tools are able to store code review metrics and generate statistics that can be
useful for company’s studies.
Every company has different policies for selecting participants. For instance, Mi-
crosoft chooses participants automatically with the help of parametric algorithm [77]
[49]. Unfortunately, for the rest of the companies mentioned in section 3.1, no specific
information was found in literature.
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Finally, one thing all four companies have in common is the belief in peer code
review importance. All of them use this process as a method to detecting and removing
bugs, increasing overall understanding, fixing design problems, and learning from one
another.
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Requirements elicitation
In this chapter, we will explain each step of procedure followed to gather the require-
ments necessary to propose a new solution for reviewing VPLs.
4.1 Procedure
The elicitation procedure followed the iterative process shown in Figure 4.1. The first
step was interviewing developers and understanding where and why they were having
trouble when inspecting visual artifacts. The next step was bench-marking the leading
software development companies and the strategies used to augment the quantity and
the quality of their code. Finally, creating a mock up interface to be able to test and
make sure our proposal really fitted the existent needs. The requirement elicitation
process only ended upon reaching satisfactory results.
Figure 4.1: Requirement elicitation work-flow
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4.1.1 Interviews
During the course of this work, a group of 10 developers from diversified teams and
different seniority levels within OutSystems were interviewed. All the interviews
conducted were inspired in a simplified version of grounded theory approach [54] and
concluded upon the gathered data reaching a saturation level.
The research focused on in-depth understanding of the code review process on the
visual environment within the company. The aim of the study was to interpret, analyze,
and understand OutSystems’ current methods and problems on code reviewing visual
artifacts from a developer’s perspective.
The interviews did not follow a predetermined script, rather the interview followed
the grounded theory method [54]. The goal was to find the root of the problem by
getting the experts to tell a story.
The main topics addressed during the interviews were related to the code review
process. Understanding if the developers performed code review, how it was done,
what kind of mechanism were available. The full script can be found in Annex I.
Even though some of these topics are binary questions (which goes against the
grounded theory philosophy) by letting the interview unroll freely, we were able to
expand the topics and collect insights about them.
There are a number of important assurances of quality in keeping with grounded
theory procedures and general principles of qualitative research. The following points
describe what was crucial for this study to achieve quality.
During data collection:
1. All interviews were digitally recorded, carefully transcribed in detail and the
transcripts checked against the recordings.
2. We analyzed the interview transcripts as soon as possible after each round of
interviews. Under these circumstances, we are able to decide what data we still
needed and who we wanted to interview more, allowing the theoretical sampling
to occur.
3. Writing memos after each interview allowed to capture the main ideas and make
comparisons between participants.
4. Having the opportunity to contact participants after interviews to clarify con-
cepts and to interview some participants more than once, contributed to the
refinement of theoretical concepts, thus forming part of theoretical sampling.
Through our analysis, the following insights were extracted from the interviews:
• Code review process not well defined or sometimes non-existent. (referred by
10 of 10 interviewee)
• No dedicated tools to promote and facilitate code review. (10/10)
• Platform server centralized repository makes it difficult to understand the con-
text of a change.(10/10)
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• No possibility of branching to allow coordinating all the team separately and
isolated. (9/10)
• Developers do not have the possibility of performing pre-commit reviews, given
OutSystems publish and commit system. (8/10)
• Changes sometimes considered too big. (4/10)
4.1.1.1 Discussion
Grounded theory methods were useful in providing deep insights and understanding of
the current method of code review on the visual development environment. With this
analysis, it became clear that OutSystems lacks resources and mechanism to conduct
code review on visual artifacts. From the interviewees perspective, having such
support would drastically change their approach toward code review. Also, the fact
of not having a well-defined process within the company make this quality assurance
technique very dependent on the participant experience.
Moreover, the current structure of the platform and the post-commit review policy
increasingly hinders the process, making it impossible to track changes by an author.
Reviewers are forced to review two different versions containing changes done by
different developers. Reviewers do not have a way of understanding the circumstances
of the change.
Information such as:
• Who changed it?
• What changed?
• Where it changed?
• Why it changed?
• When it changed?
Are all impossible to access with the current code review system which makes
reviewers job harder.
4.1.2 Benchmark
Even tough no code reviewing methods or tools were found for VPLs, benchmarking
the leading software development companies and the strategies used to augment the
quantity and the quality of textual code reviewed was important to complement the
research.
The process of benchmarking was based on Camp’s procedure [78] and involved
three distinct steps:
Identifying the companies/industries to benchmark, where code review is also a
matter of importance. These areas of interest where chosen accordingly with Section
3.1, where a previous study of the current methods was conducted.
The second step that followed was collecting data from these identified companies
and from the code review tool used by them.
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Finally, when the data has been collected, it was important to study the gaps
between the actual method of code reviewing visual languages at OutSystems and the
ones used by the companies benchmarked.
In Figure 4.2, it is possible to observe the results extracted upon conclusion of the
benchmark.
Figure 4.2: Software industry benchmark
4.1.2.1 Conclusion
Although this comparison showed that different companies have different methods and
technology available, it also made clear that a large gap between visual and textual
code reviewing resources existed. On the other hand, with this benchmark it is now
possible to know what are the features desired in a code review tool, independently
of the type of artifact. Even though some of them are only applicable to text, they can
be adapted and used to facilitate the visual code review context, homogenizing the
standard of performance for code review tools in the software industry.
4.1.3 Design Goals
In order to maximize the quality of the output generated from our solution, besides
the technical requirements, it was also crucial to apply design goals. We consider the
output to be of high quality if it satisfies the following four requirements:
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Timely Feedback should be given to the author as soon as possible, in order
to a have efficient code review process and provide faster feedback cycles for
the author. Timely comments and answers promote real discussions between
participants.
Relevant Comment should be relevant for the topic. Answers to comments
should also be related to the topic’s previous comments.
Correct Presenting accurate information is important to guarantee the efficiency
of our system, as well as, the trust of users.
Informative It is important to, along with the identified issues, also provide
solutions to help authors learn from their mistakes. This also means that we favor
substantial comments with interesting information (e.g. “I would use List here
instead of Array based on your implementation strategy”) instead of superficially
correct comments (e.g. “You misspelled a word in this comment.”).
When designing our interface we tried to maximize these requirements by fol-
lowing well-established heuristics from Nielsen presented in Subsection 2.5.1 and by
defining design strategies.
These strategies are:
• Reduce overhead When possible, contributing to the system should be as easy
as possible. The interface should also attempt to minimize the amount of extra-
neous information and interface elements presented to the user.
• Contribution importance Users should have knowledge of the results of their
contribution to quality software.
• Present relevant information The interface should, as much as possible, at-
tempt to identify and present relevant and high quality content to the user. This
helps the user learn from that content, and feeds back into the system in the
form of more informed contributions.
Merging all this information together gave us enough background to build a model
to acquire feedback from possible users.
4.2 Mock-up
Before starting implementing the tool, we wanted to make sure our proposal fitted the
existent needs. A high fidelity mock-up interface was designed using Sketch software
[79].
The mock-up was inspired both on features extracted from the current methods and
existent code review tools. To complement and diversify our source of inspiration, we
took advantage of the insights derived from the interviews conducted. This allowed us
to have a more in-depth understating of the actual problem code reviewers are facing
when VPLs are concerned.
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Figure 4.3: Mock up interface
This interface allowed users to test the interface and make relevant comments
on the features before expending valuable time developing the actual product. Thus,
minimizing time wasted and maximizing the overall efficiency of the tool. Testers’
insights will be discussed further in this chapter.
4.2.1 Usability experiments
For the purpose of testing the mock-up interface, one-on-one experiments were per-
formed with both experienced and inexperienced users. Once again, our goal was to
extract as many insights as possible, prior to the development.
4.2.1.1 Experiment protocol
The population for this experiment was composed of 10 software developer and half
of those had previous experience with code review.
We recreated a low complexity scenario so testers could focus more on the actual
tool and process and not feel pressured to understand the artifact.
The experiment was set up on a computer screen (See figure 4.4). In the same
windows, the testers would be able to see the set of heuristics defined by Nielsen [58]
for easy recall.
Testers were asked, and upon touching the elements, new web screen prints were
presented. At the same time, testers would report the problems encountered, relating
them to one of the ten heuristic criteria and classifying each problem with a severity
score ranging from 0 to 4.
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Figure 4.4: Example of Usability Experiment screen.
After the tester had gone through the whole tool, he would be asked to answer the
SUS and TLX questionnaire shown in Figure 4.5.
At the end of the experiment, there was a small discussion where the user would
talk about the issues they had with the process and the tool. For each issue, together
with the tester, we tried to understand what caused the problem and what could be
done to correct the issue in accordance with the users needs.
(a) SUS (b) TLX raw
Figure 4.5: Example of questionnaire
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4.2.1.2 Experiment analysis
The results of the analysis is a simple list of problems identified, each having a heuris-
tic and a severity score (ranging from 0 to 4) associated. These last will be later used
to define the priority of the changes and which where the weaknesses of the user
interface.
The list of issues was compiled and for each a possible solution. Most notably were:
• Selection. (referred by 10 of 10 interviewees)
Issue: All the users had difficulties getting feedback from the tool since most
actions required double click.
Possible solution: Changing to single click would resolve this matter.
• Grouping. (7/10)
Issue: Most of the users would like to comment on portions of the code.
Possible solution: Allowing to associate several node elements to a comment
would be useful.
• Process flow. (6/10)
Issue: Users felt that author should not be able close the review.
Possible solution: Reviewers should be the ones setting the status of the
review.
• Association. (6/10)
Issue: A common issue encountered was not being able to understand the
connection between the comment and the location in the code.
Possible solution: By associating every feedback directly with a node element
in the diff no more confusion existed.
• Labeling. (5/10)
Issue: Half of the users thought error/warning label on the comment ex-
pressed confusion.
Possible solution: Changing to important/comment would be more reliable.
• Comment removal. (2/10)
Issue: Some users noticed the impossibility of deleting the given feedback.
Possible solution: Adding a removed button would allow deleting comments
created by mistake.
To complement our analysis, we tried to better understand the weakest areas of
our UI using the heuristic criteria and the severity classification chosen by the testers
for every issue identified. Using the formula specified in 2.5.1.2 we calculated the
overall score of each heuristic and illustrated the results in a radar graph (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Heuristic issues distribution.
Representing this data visually helped us to quickly identify problem areas and which
heuristic needs attention without looking through all heuristic question sets.
This graphs are useful because they give a recognizable shape based on the score.
The more circular the radar, the more balanced the score; the spikier the radar, the
more variation in the score. The size of the radar plot on the axes indicates the score
percentage itself, longer axes showing better areas.
In our case, we were able to conclude that the documentation and elements recog-
nition were our weaknesses, whereas the error prevention and the match between
the real world were the strengths. For a final version, we knew fixing this problems
was mandatory, so we decided to add an help menu, focused on explaining the steps
for the users’ task. Another important change would be addition of visual cues that
would help the memory retrieval, such as adding flags next to the portion of code
commented, so participants do not have to recall which comment was related to which
part of the code.
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Proposed solution
In this chapter, we present the tool and the process proposed. We will begin by
explaining the architecture of the solution, the types of input artifacts and code pre-
processing. Further, we demonstrate its UI and explain all its features in greater
detail. Finally, the code review process is explained.
5.1 Tool
We developed a web-based tool to assist the code review by providing a wide range
of mechanisms previously not available to a VPL. The tool’s features were inspired
in both already existent software for textual code review and problems identified in a
visual programming context at OutSystems, such as: not being able to comment on a
specific change, not knowing the context or the order of the changes, etc.
5.1.1 Architecture
Figure 5.1 represents the architecture of our solution. It is composed of several
components that work together to make the entire tool function accordingly.
The architecture is split to allow the logic to be refactored or replaced without
impacting the UI.
The solution’s architecture encapsulates two main components, making them work
as one unique body from an outsider’s perspective. It also includes converters that
transform the visual languages artifact into a generic structure. All the components
will be explained in detail further ahead.
5.1.1.1 Generic structure
One of the goals of the dissertation was to offer a generic code review tool. Although
OutSystems language was used as a base throughout the development, the architec-
ture of the proposed solution was created in such a way that different sources of input
could be provided without compatibility issues. Hence, instead of directly consuming
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Figure 5.1: Solution’s architecture.
the artifact imported from OutSystems language or any other visual language, we
opted to create a generic data structure.
When we thought of VPLs, we realized most of the artifacts could be translated
in a node model structure with links connecting all the elements. Therefore, to be
able to manipulate and access the individual in formations of the visual elements, the
structure should contain the relevant data of each element, including the in-going and
out-going links.
Figure 5.2 shows a simple example of an artifact represented using the generic
structure we defined. Its data includes an array of two artifacts, representing the
previous and current versions; inside each object, their name, ID, icon, version, list of
nodes. All the nodes are also represented using objects. Inside the node object, it has
its own information, as well as, a list of IDs to the outgoing nodes.
Some of this fields are not mandatory and, if omitted the tool automatically adjusts
itself. It is the case of the position coordinates, if not included the nodes will have
centered relative position instead of absolute. The same thing for the icons, if the path
is not included or valid, default icon is shown.
This step backward enabled us to build a solution capable of accepting not only
OutSystems’ code but also other visual languages. In fact, as said before most VPLs
artifacts elements can be seen as nodes and can be converted into this structure, un-
less the elements do not have a unique identifier which is essential for the relationship
between the nodes.
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1 [
2 {
3 "FileName": "Artifact_XPTO",
4 "versionId": "1.4",
5 "icon": "~/img/xpto.png"
6 "nodesList": [
7 {
8 "id": "xpto",
9 "icon": "~/img/xptonode.png",
10 "nodeType": "If",
11 "XPos": 100,
12 "YPos": 100,
13 "properties": {
14 "label": "hasClient",
15 "condition": "getClient()!=null"
16 },
17 "outNodes": ["otpx", "yzxq"]
18 }
19 ]
20 },
21 {
22 "FileName": "Artifact_XPTO",
23 "versionId": "1.2",
24 "icon": "~/img/xpto.png"
25 "nodesList": [
26 ]
27 }
28 ]
Figure 5.2: Tool readable JSON data structure.
Knowing that other VPLs could be supported if homogeneously converted into
the tool readable structure was essential for the development of the tool because it
allowed us to build all the logic on top of something static. By not having to worry
about each language specificity, we were able to quickly develop a solution which we
knew would be capable of supporting other VPLs.
5.1.1.2 Converters
The converter units present in our architecture are modules that have to be created
to convert specific programming language code into the generic structure shown
in Figure 5.2. This conversion enables artifacts to be later processed without any
compatibility issues.
For the purpose of this dissertation and to be able to properly test the tool, we
had to create the first converters. Since this work had OutSystems as a case study we
developed a converter for their visual programming language.
However, to prove that the solution could be used for other visual languages, we
decided to add another language besides Outsystems. Therefore, a second converter
was created, and this time it received a UML Class Diagrams as inputs.
For both languages, the visual artifacts had to be iterated using their textual repre-
sentation. Though, differently structured, the two languages had their artifacts textual
representation made using XML language. For OutSystems, the file was associated
with the structure they call "Action"and the node elements were their "Nodes". In
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the case of UML, the file was the "Diagram"and the nodes the "Classes". Defining
this notation, enable to associate elements of the VPLs to JSON structure elements.
Finally, the artifacts were ready to be converted into the desired format, to be used
by the core service later on.
Figure 5.3 shows the final result after the whole process had taken place. The UML
class diagrams were converted into the generic structure. Then, the structure was
consumed by the core services, and the differences were computed and highlighted.
Figure 5.3: UML class diagram code review
To be able to support other visual languages, converters have to be created and
added to the solution. A converter can be a simple program that receives two binary
files, each being different versions of an artifact. These input files have to be iterated
and parsed into the JSON structure file. This result must be the program’s output.
All the new converters can easily be added as extensions through Integration Stu-
dio (See figure2.1.1.4). In figure 5.4, it is possible to observe the existent converters
and how they are parameterized. The input parameters must be the two binary files,
and the output the JSON conversion. Using this method it is possible to integrate new
VPLs with the existing system without affecting any of the previous work done.
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Figure 5.4: Integration Studio interface
Once added, the new VPLs will be available for usage and the author can create
code reviews for an artifact of that new language. Figure 5.5 show the panel to create
a new code review with the current VPLs available.
Figure 5.5: Existing converters
5.1.1.3 Core service
Core service is the entity that represents the backend of the tool. It is responsible
for processing any input artifact as a generic structure and storing it into database
elements. This pre-processing enables to have all the visual elements of the artifact
saved individually. Algorithm 1 represents the pseudo code of the JSON structure
parser. The function will iterate through all data elements included in the inputted
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JSON. Starting from the highest level, the artifact, until the lowest level, the outgoing
links of each node.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo code - Store JSON structure in database
if correctJSONFormat(json) then
for all artifact in json do
createNewArtif act(artifact)
for all node in nodes do
createNewNode(node, artifact)
for all property in properties do
createNewP roperty(property, node)
end for
for all outnode in outNodes do
createLink(node, outnode)
end for
end for
end for
end if
This step is important because it allows the integration of all the tool features.
These are:
• Relate single or multiple visual elements to a comment.
• Show detailed proprieties of individual elements.
• Iterate through changes in the chronological order of the modifications.
• Present different color highlight depending on the modified status.
Once this information is stored, the next step in this service is to compute all
the differences between the two versions of the artifact. An iterative process is run
simultaneously on both versions and updates each element status depending on their
presence or absence in both versions.
Finally, all the data is ready to be presented side-by-side in a visual manner, along
with all the features designed to help participants conduct code reviews.
5.1.2 User Interface
The user interface is the only component end users have access to. With its straight-
forward design and intuitive features, participants can profit from all the resources of
a code review tool while focusing their attention on detecting defect and consequently
increasing code quality.
Figure 5.6 shows the tool’s interface, while reviewing a visual artifact.
The tool’s features include:
• Diff-viewer a side-by-side view (A) of two different versions of the same artifact;
• Changes highlight different color highlighting on changes for quickly under-
standing what changed (G). Red for deleted elements, yellow for modified and
green for added;
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• Threads of discussion participants can select a single or multiple nodes and
create new discussion threads (B);
• Issue Tracking Software integration JIRA Atlassian integration for more ex-
tended context on change (C);
• Properties all changes have a properties table (D) to more in-depth context of
a specific change;
• Files list Tree listing of all files (H) related with the review;
• Participants list Ability of adding participants as needed (E);
• Notifications Automatic notifications to every participant whenever a review is
updated;
• Data stores data of each review and provides metrics such as number of defects
found, average time per review, etc.
Figure 5.6: Tool’s user interface.
The tool presents a side-by-side view with all the differences highlighted. The
reviewer will be able to open threads of conversations by simply right clicking on any
node and all threads opened will be listed on the side. The participant can choose the
importance of his comment by switching the thread’s flag from warning to critical. By
clicking any highlighted change, the reviewer will be able to get all the information
on that specific change, giving them a more accurate context. If needed, the reviewer
can click in the issue hyperlink which will redirect him directly to the company’s issue
tracking platform. Reviews are only closed when they need no more iterations and
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all critical threads of conversations are marked as fixed. After reviews are closed,
reviewers can be more confident in the quality of their code even though it does not
mean the artifact is invulnerable, since some bugs may have gone unnoticed.
Improving the changes’ traceability was one of the main goals of the tool. In
fact, this is important because the reviewer benefits from quickly understanding the
circumstances of the change. With our tool, reviewers will instantly know which author
made the change, on what purpose, what was the chronological order of the changes,
and where and what has changed.
5.2 Process
The code review process was created to provide guidance to the tool’s potential users.
The process includes a work-flow where users can learn each role and their functions,
explanation on how reviewers are suggested and how reading techniques should be
addressed.
5.2.1 Work-flow
The swimlanes diagram in 4.1 represents the overview work-flow of this process, and
for each action its corresponding agent.
The whole process starts when a developer has made a change on the code. As an
author of the changes their first step after creating a new review is the participant
selection.
As reviewers are chosen by the author, they are notified and they can begin the
review with the help of the tool. One of the goals of our solution is to maintain
the interaction between the participants and the tool. This will be done via email
notifications. Every time a review is created, a participant finishes his review or a
review is closed. It is important to keep notifying all participants of the review’s
updates, as users are prone to unintentionally forget them.
Participants will also be able to iterate through all the changes in a chronological
order. This order is the key for the reviewer to step in the mind of the author, follow
his flow and quickly understand the context of the changes. This can help reviewers
to know what to look for and, more importantly, how to scrutinize the visual artifact,
reducing the overhead.
When finding defects in the code it is important that reviewers do store feedback
somewhere, otherwise it becomes useless for the author. So the process will also
guide the reviewer to provide the feedback and enable the exchange of points of view
between the reviewer and the author in shape of a conversation. Each conversation
is directly associated with a single or multiple parts of the code and a priority flag.
When the reviewer initially creates the conversation by commenting the code, he can
choose between warning or critical priority. This flag is added to the diff canvas, right
next to the corresponding area, so other participants are able to relate parts of the
code with feedback already given.
After giving all the feedback and the reviewer has chosen to finish his review, the
author is notified. He can then start fixing the defects or comment on the existing
conversation if he does not agree with the feedback.
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Figure 5.7: Swimlanes diagram representing the code review work-flow.
Once the author has corrected all defects identified, he begins a new iteration. By
then, the reviewer has to check all the new changes and make sure they have been
corrected in the right way.
In case the reviewer does not comply with the fixes, he can write new comments
and a new iterations begins. This process is repeated until the reviewer finds no more
defects.
If the reviewer believes the code’s quality has reached the desired standards and
all critical priority conversations have been marked as fixed, he will accept the review
and the author can close it.
The goal of differentiating comments priority is to avoid forcing the same rigid-
ity to all defects and let reviewers’ feedback flow without compromising the author.
Moreover, it is important because by letting the reviewer choose the importance of
his feedback, the author will not be able to misinterpret it and the review can not be
closed until all critical feedback has been taken care of.
Every time a code review is closed, an email notification (See figure 5.8) is sent
to the participants containing all the related data (i.e., number of defects found, time
elapsed). Such data is also stored in the system to provide overall statistics related to
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users or related to issues.
Figure 5.8: Email notification containing review’s statistics
5.3 Participant selection
Choosing the right code reviewers is important to the overall performance of our
solution, in fact, as important as any other main feature.
Always with the goal of easing the code review process, upon creating a new
review, our tool always recommends selecting two reviewers. Such number justifica-
tion is derived from Sauer et al. study [47] showing that two reviewers would be the
optimal relation between the number of defects found and the number of reviewers.
The number of additional defects detected did not justify the cost of adding other
reviewers.
Moreover, and in accordance with Bosu [46], reviewers who had reviewed a file
before were almost twice more useful. Therefore, in order to help the author sort the
most valuable participants, the tool also orders automatically the available reviewers
by their previous code review history on file.
5.4 Reading techniques
Even though reading techniques have proven to result in dramatic improvements in
inspection effectiveness and efficiency [7], our process does not force any reading
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technique. The main reason is that no specific reading technique would be able to fit
most VPLs, and we aim to maintain a high degree of freedom during the code review
process. Nonetheless, we strongly recommend future users of this tool to use the
reading technique described in Section 2.3.1 based on the company, team or project
requirements.
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Results
The metrics used in the analysis were gathered using usability experiments presented
in Section 2.5. We used the same questions for both code review methods (current
and new method).
The testers had to analyze real case code review scenarios and then answer the
set of proposed questions. To maximize the authenticity of the results we used two
sets of two artifacts with similar complexity, yet different. Between each tester, both
the artifacts and the code review method were alternated to all the combinations
possible. The two set of artifacts consisted of two artifacts developed by developers
at OutSystems and two UML class diagrams.
A total of 30 testers participated in the experiment. The testers were all computer
scientists, 60% of them were male and 40% female, they were all aged between 22
and 43 years old, and half of them already had previous experience with code review.
6.1 Usability experiment
To understand how the two different methods approach some important code review
topics, we analyzed the scores gathered from a set of 8 questions. The questions had
to be objective and the answers should be either be correct or not. Table 6.1 includes
the list of question, detailed overview of the results and comments about the new code
review method.
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Table 6.1: Results of usability tests
Correct Answer Rate (%)
Question Current method New method New method comments
1. Who is the
author of the
changes?
60% 100%
The participants did
not have any trouble
finding the information
since it is now present
on review panel.
2. Which are the
changes between
versions?
100% 100%
Same result as the
original method.
3. Are the nodes
changes clear?
30% 100%
The colored differences
highlighted made the
changes between
revisions clear.
4. Is all
information
relevant?
33% 100%
The participants were
not faced anymore with
not pertinent information.
5. How can feedback
be given?
20% 100%
Testers did not have
difficulties understanding
how to give their
feedback to the author.
6. How do you
know if the
feedback is not
redundant?
5% 95%
Flags on the code and
the centralized feedback
made possible to access
previous reviewers’
comments.
7. What is the
feedback related
to?
25% 88%
By having flags in
the code redirecting to
a specific comment,
users had much less
trouble relating feedback.
8. Can feedback
be misinterpreted
and the review
closed without
being fixed?
40% 90%
Authors felt sure they
would not close a review
by misinterpreting feedback
since it was defined by
the reviewer.
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6.1.1 Descriptive statistics
Table 6.3 shows the descriptive statistics for the data collected from the questions
answers. For this analysis each question had identical weight. The table contains
statistics for the current and the new method of code review for VPLs.
Table 6.2: Descriptive statistics
Method N Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtois Shapiro-Wilk
Questions
Current 17 39.12 10.34 1.4 2.332 0.222
New 13 96.62 1.78 -1.107 -0.591 0.004
In Figure 6.1 we can see an overview of the answers distribution. Each number
present in the horizontal axis corresponds to a question from table 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Graph of answer distribution
6.2 SUS and TLX
To determine the solution’s usability and the work load we analysed the SUS and
TLX scores gathered from usability experiments. By analysing these two scores we
can determine whether the difference between the current and the new method are
significant and relevant. As a reminder, a higher SUS score is better while a lower
TLX score is better.
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6.2.1 Descriptive statistics
Table 6.3 contains descriptive statistics for the SUS and TLX data collected while
performing the usability tests. The table is grouped by score type and each type
contains statistics for the current and the new method of code review for VPLs.
Table 6.3: Descriptive statistics
Method N Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtois Shapiro-Wilk
SUS
Current 17 35.55 9.87 0.659 0.255 0.931
New 13 83.50 7.36 -0.297 -0.838 0.960
TLX
Current 17 35.30 6.06 -0.342 -0.087 0.686
New 13 19.20 4.63 -0.813 0.382 0.245
6.2.2 Hypotheses testing
Welch’s t-test was used instead of the Student’s t-test for testing the difference in
SUS and TLX scores between the current and the new method of code review, since
it has been shown that the Welch’s t-test is better suited for studies with different
sample sizes[80]. Table 6.4 contains: the means for both SUS and TLX; the difference
between the current and the new method means; the 95% confidence interval of the
difference; t, df and p-values.
Table 6.4: Welch’s t-test scores
Current
method
mean
New
method
mean
Difference
95%
Dif. CI
Lower
95%
Dif. CI
Upper
t df p-value
SUS 35.55 83.30 -47.75 -51.83 -37.22 -4.97 18.91 0.001
TLX 35.30 19.20 15.43 10.56 25.32 3.21 23.10 0.019
We hypothesized that the new method of code review would have a higher us-
ability rating when compared to the current method. The SUS and TLX scores dif-
fered significantly according to Welch’s t-test, tSUS(−4.97) = 18.91, pSUS = .001 and
tT LX(3.21) = 23.10, pT LX = .019. On average, users who tested the current method of
code review gave it a SUS score of 35.55 and a TLX score of 35.30, while users who
tested the new method of code review gave it a SUS score of 83.38 and a TLX score of
19.20. The 95% confidence interval of the difference for the effect of the new method
on the SUS score is between -51.83 and -37.22 and on the TLX score it is between
10.56 and 25.32. As such, these results support our hypothesis. The above is further
shown in Figure 6.2 which contains a graphical display of the SUS and TLX scores.
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(a) SUS score (b) TLX raw
Figure 6.2: Box plot of distribution
6.3 Discussion of results and implications
Looking at the results achieved comparing the two methods through usability experi-
ments (Table 6.1), it is clear that having all the features and mechanisms present in a
single tool is important for the developers.
The results of the usability experiments also illustrate the importance of a well
design user interface, which helps users feel more confident when using the tool. This
corroborates Nielsen’s usability heuristics [58]. In addition, other conclusions were
also made: using the current method, authors are prone to misinterpret reviewers’
feedback which can cause defective code to be merged into the main branch, impact-
ing on the quality of the software produced; Beside, Bosu’s analysis [46] was further
confirmed when during the usability tests, reviewers with less code review experience
tended to give less relevant feedback. This could suggest the need of always having
at least one experienced reviewer within the participants; Finally, the nonexistence of
automatic notifications in the current method resulted in potential forgotten reviews.
Therefore, we can conclude that it is extremely important to continuously notify the
participants of any update in the review.
When analyzing the SUS and TLX scores (Table 6.4 and Figure 6.2) the TLX score
decreases as the SUS score increases. This seems to suggest that there is a direct rela-
tionship between the tool usability and the perceived workload. As seen in Subsection
6.2.2 the results support our hypothesis. As such, we conclude that the dissertations
objectives were achieved.
6.4 Threats to validity
Although we chose two sets of similar complexity artifacts for the two different VPLs,
we acknowledge possible threats to validity.
Of the threats presented by Wohlin et al. in [81], our concerns were mainly related
to population and instruments selection. Due to resource constraints, the results were
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obtained from a population of 30 developers chosen within OutSystems. This bias in
the selection means that we did not randomly select a sample from the community of
VPLs developers, neither had a large population. Besides, the similarity between the
artifacts chosen may have caused the population to learn from the first scenario.
Ideally, the solution should be tested with more significant amounts of data and by
users of a different background. This would allow us to measure the usability from
different language viewpoints and also understand how other language developers
with different perspectives felt using the tool.
6.5 Summary of results
The results obtained during the analysis clearly confirmed our hypothesis. However,
besides proving that the new method of code review had higher usability rating and
lower task loads then the current method, we also concluded that our tool helped
to decrease the chances of bugs being introduced in the main branch. This was
achievable by forcing a non-closure policy if the detected defects were not yet fixed.
Moreover, the results indicated that to maximize the relevant feedback, at least one
reviewer should be experienced. The last assumption withdrawn from the results was
is extremely important to keep all participants updated on the review changes. Thus,
shortening the code review cycles.
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Conclusions and future work
This dissertation main objective was to develop a tool to make the code review task on
visual programming languages easier. This tool, together with a systematic process
would allow to deliver higher quality products in a shorter amount of time.
We first started this project by performing interviews to understand the current
need of VPLs developers. Also, we benchmarked the current software industry to
extract leading practices regarding code review. With all the data gathered we were
able to create mock-ups of the interface. After several iterations between: usability
test and fixing issues reported, we ended with a solid and compliant base to start
developing the actual solution.
The next step was developing the tool and creating a process that could be applied
to most VPLs. Once done, to evaluate the performance of this new code review
methodology we relied on a predefined evaluation process and had two sets of testers.
The first was faced with two OutSystems artifacts and the two different methods
of code review. The different method to use was, alternately, the current method of
code reviewing VPLs and the new solution proposed. We then conducted usability ex-
periments where the testers were asked to perform the code review on each scenario
and then asked a series of questions related to the methodology being use. At the end
they were asked to answer a series of predefined questions to score the solution in
usability and workload scales.
The second set of testers would go trough the same procedure but this time re-
viewing class diagrams instead of OutSystems code.
With all the collected data the evaluator should then decide whether the proposed
solution needs to be improved, if it does not, then the process ends. Otherwise, the
evaluator should then use all the relevant feedback to improve the existing solution.
The process should then restart using the new version.
The comparison analysis between and current and new method of reviewing visual
programming languages confirmed that the process is effective, that the new mecha-
nism has a higher usability rating and lower workload levels. But, other conclusions
were also made: Misinterpreted feedback has a large impact on the quality of the
software produced; users with less code review experience tend have to less relevant
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feedback (which goes in line with Bosu’s analysis [46]); and it is extremely important
to maintain both reviewer and author updated of any change in the review.
7.1 Contributions
The main contribution of this dissertation was new method of the code review de-
veloped for VPLs which performed significantly better, with a much higher usability
rating and lower work-load. This was achieved by applying the proposed process,
which also serves to demonstrate the effectiveness of the process.
Another contribution came out to a showpiece paper (See appendix A) accepted
in IEEE Symposium on Visual Languages and Human-Centric Computing 2018 [82].
Alongside, a presentation and demonstration of the tool to the VL/HCC community at
the conference venue.
7.2 Future work
This dissertation main goal wast to create method of code review, where a tool and
a process were proposed to improve the code review on VPLs. Even though these
objective was achieved, it can still be improved. The tool can be expanded with further
features and new language converters to be applicable to more visual languages. Such
features would benefit both the tool and its users. These include:
Code linting. Support automatic code checking. This feature, will allow user to
add rules using a Domain specific language (DSL). The tool will then will run the entire
code searching for vulnerabilities and bad practices that go against those predefined
rules. All divergences will be highlighted in the diff-viewer and the problems’ detailed
explanation will be given. For example, if a node has not been labeled or there is
more than one node with the same label. The feature can be useful since some bad
practices can go unnoticed even after the code review. However, the point is not to
slow down the entire code review process, forcing the author to solve all divergences.
All the conflicts will appear as warnings which do not prevent the author from closing
the review.
Automatic reviewers selection. Another feature to offer is reviewers recom-
mendation based on their expertise. Finding a suitable reviewer can be difficult and,
delayed or forgotten reviews are the consequence. Automating reviewer selection
with algorithms can mitigate this problem. The tool relies on algorithms to evaluate
the projects review history and calculate the review expertise of all potential reviewers
for a changes as the foundation for the recommendation.
Wider range of support. Even today’s simplest application contains a diversity
of different layers. From data model, work-flow processes, business logic to user
interfaces and all of them would benefit from code review. In the current version of
the system, code review is available for OutSystems’ logic and processes and UML
Class Diagrams. However, the objective is to expand the tool’s support to allow to
review UI, data model and other visual programming languages.
Finally, all these features would require more testing to make sure the process
does not become cumbersome. The main idea is to always maintain high usability
scores and decreasing the workload rates.
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Abstract—Code review is a common practice in the software
industry, in contexts spanning from open to close source, and
from free to proprietary software. Modern code reviews are
essentially conducted using cloud-based dedicated tools. Existing
review tools focus in textual code. In contrast, support of low-
code software languages, namely Visual Programming Languages
(VPLs), is not readily available. This presents a challenge
for the effectiveness of the review process with a VPL. This
showpiece will present VPLreviewer, a code review tool for VPLs.
VPLreviewer provides a wide range of mechanisms previously not
available to a VPL. It is expected to improve of communication
among the stakeholders who have to review artifacts constructed
with VPLs, with mechanisms that are easy to learn, use and
understand.
I. INTRODUCTION
Code review’s importance has already been proven. Several
researchers provided evidence on traditional code inspection’s
benefits, especially in terms of defect finding [1], [2], [4].
And although finding bugs is important, the foremost reason
for introducing code review in big companies, such as Google,
is to improve code understandability and maintainability [3].
Visual Programming Languages (VPLs) have substantially
increased their presence in the software industry in recent
years. Yet, mechanisms to help increase software quality
have not evolved accordingly. Thus, visual artifacts are not
supported by existing textual programming languages code
review tools, hampering the code review process.
OutSystems was used as a case study for VPLreviewer. The
company prodives a low-code platform that allows to visually
develop entire applications. Even tough at OutSystems code
review is a concern, the lack of tools for VPLs makes review-
ing them a major problem. The code review still happens and
is encouraged. However, it isn’t productive and has a negative
impact on delivery speed.
II. THE TOOL
We developed a web-based tool to assist the code reviews
of VPLs. The tool contains a wide range of features inspired
in both already existent software for textual code review
and problems identified in a visual programming context at
OutSystems, such as: not being able to comment on a specific
change, not knowing the context or the order of the changes,
etc.
VPLreviewer is a generic code review tool for VPLs.
Instead of directly consuming the artifact from a specific visual
language, we opted to feed the tool with a specific JSON
structure containing all information of an artifact. Although the
first plugin was developed for OutSystems, different plugins
can be easily created to support other languages (e.g. Petri
nets).
The solution’s architecture encapsulates together two main
components, making them work as one unique body from an
outsider perspective. The architecture is split to allow the logic
to be refactored or replaced without it impacting the UI.
These components are:
• Core services. Represents the back-end of the tool. They
are responsible for converting and storing the visual
artifacts into tool-readable structures. This pre-processing
enables the manipulation of each of the visual elements.
• Tool. The tool is able to compute differences between
versions and present them side-by-side in a visual man-
ner, along with all features designed to help participants
conduct code reviews.
The user interface is the only component end users have ac-
cess to. With its straightforward design and intuitive features,
participants can focus their attention on detecting defects and
consequently increasing code quality.
Figure 1 shows the tool’s interface, while reviewing a visual
artifact. All tool features were inspired by successful imple-
mentations of code review tools and from issues identified
upon interviewing low-code developers at OutSystems. These
include:
• Diff-viewer a side-by-side view (A) of two different
versions of the same artifact;
• Changes highlight different color highlighting to
changes for quickly understanding what changed. Red
for deleted elements, yellow for modified and green for
added;
• Threads of discussion participants can select a single or
multiple nodes and create new discussion threads (B);
• Issue Tracking Software integration JIRA Atlassian
integration for more extended context on change (C);
• Properties all changes have a properties table (D) to more
in-depth context of a specific change;978-1-5386-4235-1/18/$31.00 c©2018 IEEE
Fig. 1. Tool’s user interface (source at https://goo.gl/i9VHd4)
• Files list Tree listing of all files (H) related with the
review;
• Participants list Ability of adding participants (E) as
needed;
• Notifications Automatic notifications to every participant
whenever a review is updated;
• Data stores data of each review and provides metrics such
as number of defects found, average time per review, etc.
The tool presents a side-by-side view with all the differences
highlighted. The reviewer will be able to open threads of
conversations by simply right clicking (F) on any node and
all threads opened will be listed on the side. The participant
can chose the importance of his comment by switching the
thread’s flag (G) from warning (orange) to critical (red). By
clicking any highlighted change, the reviewer will be able to
get all the information on that specific change, giving him a
more accurate context. If needed, the reviewer can click on
the issue’s hyperlink which will redirect him directly to the
company’s issue tracking platform. Reviews are only closed
(J) when they need no more iterations and all critical threads
of conversations are marked as fixed (I).
All in all, our main objective with this tool is to support,
but not restrict the code review process, providing a flexible
and lightweight tool. Our tool minimizes the effort devoted
to administrative aspects such as scheduling meetings, en-
couraging attendance, and recording review comments. Using
VPLreviewer makes it effortless to invite reviewers, distribute
artifacts and gather feedback. Instead of recording issues
on separate log forms, the tool lets reviewers insert their
comments in context, right next to the visual code element
in question, facilitating discussions among the reviewers on
issues that are brought up.
III. IMPACT FOR THE VL/HCC COMMUNITY
VPLreviewer is of interest to the VL/HCC community
because, even tough VPLs have been rapidly evolving, code
review software has stagnated on textual languages. Our work
is an attempt to provide support for the code review process
and increase the quality of the software developed with VPLs.
We plan to release VPLreviewer to the VPLs industry in the
near future. Therefore, we would benefit from demonstrating
the tool during the VL/HCC showpiece presentation session
by allowing a community of experts to go through the tool
and give us feedback to improve it before its release.
IV. PRESENTATION
The approach and tool presented by this showpiece pa-
per will be further demonstrated using a screen-cast video
(available at https://youtu.be/wgnZ c235NQ). An author will
explain the tool features and how the code review process is
conducted. In addition to the video, attendees will also be able
to test the tool with a variety of visual artifacts, in both author
and reviewer perspective.
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Interview’s topics
Presented here are the topics addressed during the interviews.
1. What is your role in the company?
2. What do you understand by code review?
3. What is the life cycle of the code?
4. Do you perform code reviews?
a) If not:
i. Why not? No need/ no tools /no time?
ii. You do not feel the need of reviewing the code?
iii. What could be helpful for code review?
b) If yes:
i. How do you do it?
ii. How do you feel doing code review?
iii. Do you use any tools?
iv. How do you select participants?
v. Do you know the optimal number of reviewers?
vi. Do newbies have any kind of guidance? Do you apply any specific
reading technique?
vii. Which are the drawbacks of your current technique? What could help
you in the process? Both for the author and the reviewers
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